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The 1980s began with the rapid intensification of the Cold War and ended with the withdrawal 
of the Soviet Union from Eastern Europe, Afghanistan and elsewhere, and the peaceful 
reunification of Germany.

The mistrust and misinterpretation that had characterized the early days of the Cold War 
returned with a vengeance in the early 1980s.

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan completed Jimmy Carter’s conversion to Cold Warrior. His 
administration were sure a confident, expansive-minded Soviet state was taking advantage of 
American weakness due to Vietnam, Watergate, Iran and a weakened economy.  Carter 
listened to Brzezinski  who convinced him that the USSR’s ultimate goal was to dominate the 
Persian Gulf and take control of its oil.

Carter’s response was one of a hardliner!

He ordered:

1. A massive increase in defence spending ($1.2 trillion to be spent on the military over 
five years)

2. A grain embargo against the USSR
3. A symbolic boycott of the 1980 Moscow Olympics
4. The re-establishment of the military draft!
5. The sale of advanced military hardware and technology to China

He also announced what became known as the Carter Doctrine:

To repel any effort by an outside power to gain control over the Persian Gulf “by any 
means necessary, including military force.”

Carter also encouraged NATO to deploy Pershing II missiles in W. Europe to counter the 
Soviet SS-20s in the East.

George Kennan commented in February 1980, “Never since World War II has there been so 
far-reaching a militarization of thought and discourse in the capital”…”An unsuspecting 
stranger, plunged into its midst, could only conclude that the last hope of peaceful, non-
military solutions had been exhausted – that from now on only weapons, however used, could 
count.”

Sometimes with the benefit of hindsight, we tend to underestimate the incredible 180 degree 
shift in international relations which took place in the 80s.

Ronald Reagan won office in November 1980 with a very simple message.  

“Let’s not delude ourselves, the Soviet Union underlies all the unrest that’s 
going on. If they weren’t engaged in this game of dominoes, there wouldn’t be any hot spots 
in the world.”

He utterly rejected the geopolitical view of the USSR as a power just like any other and 
redefined the Cold War along as the ideological conflict of old.

The Soviet Leaders, Reagan said.”reserve unto themselves the right to 
commit any crime, to lie, to cheat, in order to attain that [its aim of world domination]”



Reagan made inflammatory statement after inflammatory statement:

“Marxist-Leninism is doomed to the ash heap of history.”
The Soviet Union is, “the focus of evil in the world.”
“Resist the impulses of an evil Empire.”
The Cold War is a battle, “between right and wrong and good and evil.”

This reformulation of the conflict suggested that no détente era compromises would ever be 
seen again.

Reagan’s most important catchphrase became, “Peace through strength.”  His administration 
was determined to expand the nation’s nuclear and conventional capabilities in order to be 
able to ‘negotiate’ with the Soviets.

Obviously they were not too keen on arms control agreements!

Despite evidence to the contrary, the administration were convinced that US military 
power had declined relative to the USSR’s forces throughout the détente era.

Reagan’s budget added  $400 million to Carter’s $1.2 trillion  (significant?)

He told the pentagon to, “spend what you need.”

It was a clear bid to re-establish a large margin of American military superiority and tear down 
the walls of détente.

(whilst it was a clear escalation and Reagan’s additions to the budget were all controversial 
‘big ticket’ items like the stealth bomber, designed to undermine the nuclear deterrent in many 
ways, it is important to note that Carter had already increased spending significantly before 
Reagan’s ‘New Cold War’

The politburo was alarmed at the words and deeds coming out of Washington.

Soviet hardliners began to be convinced that the US was building up its first strike capability 
in order to destroy the USSR before she could respond.

The Strategic Defence Initiative convinced the gerontocracy in Moscow that Reagan intended 
to end the Cold War violently.

Actually, SDI was a pipe dream as most experts deemed it unfeasible. Nevertheless, many in 
Washington and Russia believed that it would result in some sort of missile defence for the 
US and thereby protect the world or destabilize the world depending on their point of view.

Some quotes:

Kennedy’s Secretary of Defense, McNamara said that the Soviets, “could be forgiven for 
believing that with SDI the US was seeking first strike capability.

Yuri Andropov (Chairman of the CP after Brezhnev’s death in 1982) said that Reagan was on, 
“an extremely dangerous path.” And that SDI was, “a bid to disarm the Soviet Union in the 
face of the US nuclear threat.”

When the Korean Airliner was shot down in September 1983, killing over 200 hundred 
(including 61 Americans) Reagan denounced the USSR as a society which, “wantonly 
disregards individual rights and the value of human life.”

This rhetorical overreaction combined with Andropov’s intransigence and lack of obvious 
remorse meant that tensions were at an all time high.  



In November, NATO exercises frightened the Soviets so much that they believed they were a 
prelude to an all out attack!  The Kremlin ordered full military readiness and placed Nuclear 
capable aircraft in East Germany on standby.  The Soviets truly believed that Reagan was 
capable of a pre-emptive nuclear strike.

In December arms control talks in Geneva broke down and for the first time in 15 years no 
negotiations were being held.

Autumn and Winter 1984 were as bleak a time as any since the Cuban crisis 22 years earlier.

BUT

The Reagan administration’s waging of war was mostly rhetorical and budgetary.  There was 
less military confrontation in the early eighties than there had been during the height of 
détente!

The only deployment against a so called Soviet client state was in the tiny Caribbean island of 
Grenada, where 7000 US troops invaded to topple a Marxist regime which had seized power 
and supposedly threatened a bunch of American Medical students.  The US force 
overwhelmed 600 Grenadan soldiers and 636 Cuban construction workers to much acclaim 
back home!

Much more significant, both at the time, and in the post Cold War world was the so-called 
Reagan doctrine which was designed to roll back communism through the covert assistance 
given to an assortment of anti-leftist revolutionaries who fought the war on Washington’s 
behalf.  
“We must not break faith with those who are risking their lives-on every continent from 
Afghanistan to Nicaragua – to defy Soviet supported aggression.” Said Reagan in January 
1985.

Above all else, the Vietnam effect meant that Reagan was willing to rant and rave about the 
evil empire, but he was not willing to risk American lives to do anything about it.


